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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In April 2003 Sea Breeze Energy Inc. requested Randy Bouchard and Dr. Dorothy

Kennedy to prepare a heritage overview of First Nations’ aboriginal interests in the area of

several proposed wind farm developments, in conjunction with Sea Breeze Energy’s application

for a project certificate from the BC Environmental Assessment Office (EAO). Sea Breeze

Energy has identified Knob Hill and Shushartie Mountain Block 1 as the locations of their

proposed wind farms on northern Vancouver Island. 

Data compiled for this overview will assist Sea Breeze Energy and the Environmental

Assessment Office in determining existing aboriginal rights and title in the project area, thus

enabling them to better address, along with interested First Nations, how to prevent, mitigate or

accommodate any potential effects the project may have on First Nations’ interests. 

1.1 Report Objectives

This First Nations’ aboriginal interests study is based on information provided by

Kwakwala-speaking people to past generations of anthropological investigators; hence, this

overview does not contain data on contemporary First Nations’ use of the project area. Terms

of Reference prepared by Sea Breeze identified four specific objectives for the heritage

overview, noted here in point form:

• to conduct a literature search review of relevant ethnographic, ethnohistoric, and

linguistic materials relating specifically to the proposed wind farm developments; 

• to confirm the identity of contemporary First Nations expressing an interest in the

project area;

• to determine the composition and territorial extent of aboriginal groups who comprise

the contemporary First Nations who have expressed an interest in the project areas;

• to analyse patterns of traditional land use data within the environs of the wind farm

locations, as well as within the First Nations’ traditional territories, in order to

determine potential effects of the proposed development on the aboriginal rights and title

of local First Nations, as can be determined by this initial step of the 
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heritage overview.

1.2 Report Format

This report has been divided into five sections. Section 1.0 includes a description of the

report objectives (1.1), an outline of the report organization (1.2), and a review of the data

sources used in its compilation (1.3). Section 2.0 sets out the identity of those First Nations

who claim aboriginal interests in the proposed project areas on northern Vancouver Island.

Addressed specifically is the identity of the aboriginal groups represented by the contemporary

Tlatlasikwala Nation, the Quatsino First Nation, and the Kwakiutl Nation, and the extent of

their territories, as described in the available literature. Section 3.0 describes the nature of

aboriginal land use on northern Vancouver Island, including settlement patterns and systems of

ownership. Section 4.0 summarizes specific aboriginal land use in the vicinity of the proposed

Sea Breeze developments. A brief conclusion is given in Section 5.0, and Section 6.0 is a

listing of the references cited in this report. 

1.3 Data Sources

This report is based on the results of a search of the available ethnographic, linguistic

and ethnohistoric literature. The literature review focussed on locating and analysing

information that would assist in determining the nature of aboriginal interests in the project

area. 

The primary source of data relating to aboriginal place names for all the Kwakwala-

speaking tribes (with the exception of the Lekwiltok in the Johnstone Strait area) is the classic

study of Franz Boas (1934) based on data elicited by his aboriginal colleague, George Hunt.

Unfortunately, Hunt obtained little data relating to the use of specific sites in association with

these place names. Translations of most of the Kwakwala terms, however, provide information

on how indigenous people perceived the site, including their recognition of certain available

resources. Hunt and Boas’ work presents the name and location of approximately 2,400 places,

including some in the environs of the proposed Sea Breeze Energy projects (Boas 1934).
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Many place names presented in Boas (1934) are not known today, and thus the

contribution of that study is considerable. Still, there are problems with these Boas/Hunt place

names data, as manifested in a comparison undertaken by the authors of 158 Matilpi place

names as identified and mapped by Boas/Hunt in 1934 and as they were known in 1988 to

Chief Charlie Matilpi, a knowledgeable Matilpi consulthant (Bouchard and Kennedy 1988:88-

91; 131-137).

An exchange between Boas and Hunt found in the Boas correspondence files provides

insight into Hunt’s recording of the place names. On 17 September 1918, during a time when

Hunt was providing Boas with a great amount of place names data, Boas wrote to Hunt and

asked him the following:

I have also wanted to ask you about the meaning of the Indian names which you
give. Do you get these meanings from the old people, or do you translate them
from your own knowledge of the language? As you know there are quite often
names which may be interpreted in different ways, and I should like to know
whether what you give me is the opinion of the Indians or your own opinion
(Boas 1918).

George Hunt replied on 28 September 1918:

Now about the Indian [place] names I do ask some of my old Friends the
meaning of these names, and most of the time there answer, comes right to my
translating it and some time I ask another old man, then some times he comes
little Different from the other, that is why some times you will find some of the
name is translated Different from the other . . . and if I am not pleased the way
they translated the names then I translate them the way I see it Right way to Put
it, for it is not so Hard for me (Hunt 1918). 

An additional problem with the 1934 Boas publication is that it provides only sketch

maps indicating each site’s location, and no scale is provided. Instead, site locations are usually

identified by numbers written directly on each named place; thus, for many of the named

places, the exact location cannot be determined accurately.

Another source of data for this region is provided by anthropologist Wilson Duff

([1965]) who collated place names and land use data for all of the Kwakwala-speaking tribes
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     1 This present study has not drawn upon Traditional Use Studies that may be in the possession of the
individual First Nations.

with additional information from Indian Affairs records and other historical documents. Duff's

study and his fieldnotes (Duff n.d.; 1952; 1953-1954; 1954; [1957]; 1960; 1966) have been

most useful in preparing the present report.

The voluminous records associated with the Indian Reserve Commission (1886a-1886i;

1889a-1889c; 1890a-1890b— identified herein as “IRC”) and the Royal Commission on Indian

Affairs for the Province of British Columbia (1913-1914; 1914a-1914j; 1916; 1921-1922

—identified herein as “RCIA”) present information on the establishment of Indian Reserves in

this region, including the locations of resource and village sites that the aboriginal people

requested be set aside.

Historical geographer Robert Galois' (1994) monograph provides an extensive 

presentation of settlement sites for all the Kwakwala-speaking tribes. Galois' detailed study

draws upon the above-described data of Boas, Hunt and Duff, as well as more obscure

historical sources. Sources of additional place names data for the study area include Taylor

(1954), Wilson (1981), Bouchard (1995), and Bouchard and Kennedy (2002). Likely there are

additional place names and site-use data contained in Traditional Use Studies prepared by the

First Nations for themselves.

Available ethnographic data relating specifically to aboriginal land use on northern

Vancouver Island is less organized.1 Other than that which can be gleaned from place names,

data relating specifically to sites utilized by the First Nations for subsistence and material

resources, and for trade and ceremonial practices, can only be assessed by using ethnographic

analogy and drawing upon studies that relate more generally to Kwakwala-speaking peoples.

These studies focus on, but are not limited to, the following aspects of aboriginal culture:

subsistence practices and resource harvesting (Boas and Hunt 1921; Curtis 1915; Boas 1935;

Drucker 1950; Rohner and Rohner 1970; Codere 1990; Webster 2001); plant resources (Turner

and Bell 1973; U’mista Cultural Society 1998); shelters (Boas 1889); social organization (Boas

1897; 1920; Boas and Hunt 1921; Donald 1997; Donald and Mitchell 1975); ethnogeography
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(Boas 1934; Webster and Powell 1994), and spiritual and ceremonial practices (Boas 1930;

Drucker 1953; Codere 1990; Webster 1990). Additionally, a Master’s thesis resulting from

fieldwork in 1950 among the Koskimo provides additional information on the social

organization and ceremonial life of the inhabitants of Quatsino Sound (Malin 1961).
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     2 Randy Bouchard has transcribed the aboriginal terms in this report using the writing system he
developed for Northwest Coast and Plateau languages in the early 1970s. This practical orthography was
adapted to the Kwakwala (Kwákw’ala) language by linguist David Grubb in 1972 (Grubb 1972; 1973;
1977:3-23,232-241) and was subsequently modified by the U'mista Cultural Society (Powell et al. 1981).
In the present report, as in other recent studies (Bouchard and Kennedy 1988; Bouchard 1989; 1993;
1995), the Kwakwala orthography as described by Grubb (1972; 1973; 1977:3-23,232-241) is used, with
the exception that Bouchard represents the Kwakwala vowel "," orthographically as “ i ” rather than
"eh" as suggested by Grubb (1977:12-13). Any terms appearing in the present study that are not
transcribed by Bouchard are set apart with double quotation marks. Such words are presented as they
were originally transcribed, in whatever orthography was used. Translations of Kwakwala terms are
given in single quotation marks.

     3 Up until the mid-1800s, the Comox area was within the traditional territory of the Pentlatch, a
Northern Coast Salish group, and the area from Comox north to Kelsey Bay was the traditional territory
of another Coast Salish group, the Island Comox. By the mid-1800s, however, the Lekwiltok, who form
part of the Southern Kwakiutl, were living throughout the territory of the Island Comox; the Lekwiltok
by this time were also living at Comox (in Pentlatch territory), together with the few remaining Pentlatch
and Island Comox (Taylor and Duff 1956; Kennedy and Bouchard 1983; 1990; Mauzé 1984; Bouchard
1990).

     4 Beginning in the early 1980s, the U'mista Cultural Society re-introduced the use of this term,
"Kwakwaka'wakw" (Powell et al. 1981; Macnair 1986:501; Webster 1988:80; Powell 1994:13-14). One
of the reasons for doing this was that confusion had been created by widespread use of the word
"Kwakiutl" (as in "Southern Kwakiutl") for over 100 years to denote all of the Kwákwekew* akw

(continued...)

2.0 THE KWÁKWEKEW’AKW OF NORTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND

Sea Breeze Energy’s proposed development sites lie within the region traditionally used

and occupied by First Nations who are known collectively by anthropologists and linguists as

the "Southern Kwakiutl" or Kwákwekew*akw (also written as "Kwakwaka'wakw" or

"Kwakwaka'wakw").2 The overall territory of the Southern Kwakiutl includes portions of

Vancouver Island and the Mainland, as well as the islands in between, extending along the

Coast from the Comox area3 in the southeast to Smith Sound in the northwest, and around the

entire northwestern end of Vancouver Island down to the Brooks Peninsula (Cape Cook).

The language spoken by the Southern Kwakiutl was known for many years as

"Kwakiutl,” although this language today is better known as Kwákw'ala (also written as

"Kwakwala") which is classified as one of the languages comprising the "Kwakiutlan Branch"

of the Wakashan Language Family. Increasingly during the past few years, the term

"Kwakwaka'wakw" (Kwákwekew*akw)4 has come into use to denote all those who speak
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(...continued)
("Kwakwaka'wakw"). The term "Kwakiutl" is actually an anglicization of the Kwakwala term kwágu7lh
which refers uniquely to the Fort Rupert people.

     5 Although all of the Southern Kwakiutl (i.e. the Kwákwekew* akw or "Kwakwaka'wakw") speak the
same language, Kwakwala, there are or were dialectical differences within this language.

     6 "Nahwitti" is an anglicization of  naw' ídi, the Kwakwala name of the Tlatlasikwala tribe's village at
Cape Sutil (Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:409 fn. 148; Taylor 1954).

Kwakwala.5  In the 1890s, Franz Boas (1896:569; 1897:329) recorded this term as

"kwakwakyewak" or "kwa kuak ewak" and noted that it was used to denote all speakers of

Kwakwala, regardless of the village they came from.

Three Kwákwekew*akw First Nations have expressed aboriginal interests in the project

area: the Tlatlasikwala Nation, the Quatsino First Nation, and the Kwakiutl Nation. The

following section reviews the contemporary and aboriginal composition of these groups and the

extent of the territory associated with each. It is apparent that considerable migration and

amalgamation occurred in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, resulting in the

recognition of groups not identified in historical documents.

2.1 Identity of the Tlatlasikwala Nation 

The contemporary Tlatlasikwala Nation consists of the descendants of three aboriginal

tribes known individually as the Tlatlasikwala, the Nakomgilisala, and the Yutlinuk, and known

collectively — at least by anthropologists — as the “Nahwitti” 6 Tribes. Their traditional

territories embraced the extreme northern end of Vancouver Island and all the adjacent offshore

islands. Tlatlasikwala Nation territory, as defined in their recent “Statement of Intent”

submitted to the BC Treaty Commission, included the following areas:

. . . from the west coast of Vancouver island from Sea Otter Cove and its
adjacent waters to Triangle Island to a south-easterly direction, to Pine Island,
down to a south-easterly course to the Gordon Islands and back across to Sea
Otter Cove; inclusive of the rivers, head-waters and lakes across this stretch of
land east to west as earlier identified (Tlatlasikwala Nation 2000).
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     7 The Powell/Webster transciption "t'»at'»asikwala" in Galois' (1994:289) study would be rendered
by Bouchard as tl'átl'esikwela; Wilson's transcription of this same term that appears in Wallas and
Whitaker's (1981:207) publication would be rendered by Bouchard as tl'átl'asikwela.

Today the members of the Tlatlasikwala Nation number approximately 40-50

(Tlatlasikwala Nation 2000; Tlatlasikwala Community Profile 2003), and reside in several

communities, including Bull Harbour on Hope Island. 

The claimed territory of the Quatsino and Kwakiutl overlaps with that of the

Tlatlasikwala. A review of the settlement history of the individual groups (see below) suggests

that in the mid-1950s, once the merged population of the Tlatlasikwala, Nakomgilisala, and

Yutlinuk at Hope Island had dwindled to about 32, they "amalgamated with the Koskimo, and

most of them moved to Quatsino Sound, although some went to Fort Rupert" (Duff

[1965]:55,59,61). It is possible that the dispersion of tribal members to these other

communities accounts for the present claims of the Quatsino and Kwakiutl to territory formerly

associated with the individual Tlatlasikwala tribes.

The following sections summarize data extracted from the available ethnographic,

ethnohistoric and linguistic literature relating to the aboriginal identity of the composite groups

that now form the Tlatlasikwala Nation: the Tlatlasikwala  (2.1.1), the Nakomgilisala (2.1.2),

and the Yutlinuk (2.1.3).

2.1.1 The Tlatlasikwala

"Tlatlasikwala" is an anglicization of tl'átl'esikwela, derived from tl'ásakw ‘ocean side’

(Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:377 fn.1),7 translated by Boas (1966:38) as 'those of the ocean

side' and by Curtis (1915:10:38) as 'outside — or in front of one—on the ocean shore.' On

Boas' (1887c) map (reprinted in Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:56-57), "Tlátlasiquola" territory

was identified along the north end of Vancouver Island, from Nissen Bight near Cape Scott

eastward to the vicinity of Songhees Creek (about five miles west from Hardy Bay) and

included Hope, Nigei, Balaklava, Hurst, and Bell Islands offshore.
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     8 Gwúsi7 was also known as the place where the Koskimo tribe originated and from which they took
their tribal name, gwúsgimukw ('people of gwúsi7 '), before they moved to the Quatsino Sound region
(see section 2.2.3).

     9 However, in April of 1862, Captain Richards identified a tribe known as the "Klattle-se-koolahs"
(Tlatlasikwala), with a population of 180, living on "Galiano Island" (i.e. Nigei Island) in Goletas
Channel (Richards 1860-1862).

According to a narrative told by the late James Wallas (published in Galois 1994:291-

294), the first of the ancestors of the Tlatlasikwala lived at "gé7ya," Bull Harbour on Hope

Island. The main village of the Tlatlasikwala prior to the mid-1800s was situated at naw' ídi

(anglicized as "Nahwitti") on Cape Sutil (Duff [1965]:57). Six miles southwest from Cape

Sutil, at the mouth of the Stranby River (formerly known as "Cache Creek") emptying into

Shuttleworth Bight, was the village of gwúsi7.8  Duff (1953-1954; [1965]:59-60) reported that

the Tlatlasikwala had numerous other villages and temporary camps, including sites elsewhere

on Hope Island, and on Nigei Island, Balaklava Island, Shushartie Bay, Hurst Island, Bell

Island, and Pine Island.

The Tlatlasikwala and Nakomgilisala are said to have amalgamated in the mid-1850s at

the Tlatlasikwala village of Nahwitti on Cape Sutil "and shared their subsequent history."

About 1860, both tribes moved to Hope Island (which originally belong to the Tlatlasikwala),

to the village of "Humdaspe” in the southeast portion of this island (Duff [1965]:55-60;Boas

1887b:226-227; Taylor 1954).9 "Humdaspe” is an anglicization of the Kwakwala term

xwémdasbi ‘place where there is otter’ (Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:436 fn.89). 

Indian Reserves established collectively for the "Nahwitti Indians" in September 1886

included lands in both Tlatlasikwala and Nakomgilisala territory (see also Boas 1887b:226-227, 

map). These Reserves were as follows:

• Hope Island I.R. No. 1, consisting of the entire island as well as "Indian Island"
[Norman Island] in Bull Harbour and "Village Island" [Kalect Island] adjacent to
the village of "Humdaspe" on the southeastern portion of Hope Island;

• "Semach" I.R. No. 2 on the southeastern shore of Sea Otter Cove;
• "Ouch-tum" I.R. No. 3 at Cape Scott;
• "Nah-witti" I.R. No. 4 at "Cape Commerell" (i.e. Cape Sutil); and
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     10 "Nakamgalisala," the Powell/Webster transcription of this tribal name appearing in the Galois
(1994:284) study, would be rendered by Bouchard as Nekémgelisela.

     11 James Wallas provided an almost-identical translation, 'always stay in the same place' (Wallas and
Whitaker 1981:8).

• "Glen-gla-ouch" I.R. No. 5 on the southwest shore of Balaklava Island (IRC
1886d).

Representatives of the Nahwitti Band met with members of the Royal Commission on

Indian Affairs on 28 May 1914. At that time, it was noted the total population of the Nahwitti

Band was 52, and that their main village was on Hope Island. Several requests for additional

Indian Reserves were made; the only one granted was "Wakems" on the east side of Nigei

Island, which was requested as a fishing station. It became “Wakems I.R. No. 6" for the

Nahwitti Band on 25 February 1916 (RCIA 1914j:41; 1916:2:401-402,420).

2.1.2 The Nakomgilisala 

"Nakomgilisala" is an anglicization of the tribal name nekémgelisela (Bouchard and

Kennedy 2002:417 fn.1)10 which was been translated by Boas (1966:38) as 'always staying in

their own country'11 and by Curtis (1915:10:306) as 'those of the unprotected bay.' On his map

published in 1887, Boas identified "Naqómqilis" (Nakomgilisala) territory extending from the

Cape Palmerston area north to Nissen Bight which is just northeast of Cape Scott (Boas

1887c:map).

Duff ([1965]:61) estimated that it was in the mid-1850s, after a devastating raid by the

Bella Bella (Heiltsuk), that the surviving Nakomgilisala joined with the Tlatlasikwala tribe

living at the village of Nahwitti on Cape Sutil, about 18 miles northeast from Cape Scott.

However, some of the Nakomgilisala tribe were observed still living in their traditional

territory in April 1862. At that time, Captain Richards described "a small tribe, almost extinct
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     12 Sea Otter Cove, located on the north side of San Josef Bay, has also been identified as one of the
places where the Quatsino tribe originated; the Quatsino left this area prior to the 1830s and went to live
in Forward Inlet.

     13 The area of overlap between the Nuu-chah-nulth and the Kwákwekew* akw is around Brooks
Peninsula (Cape Cook). A territorial map prepared in 1983 for the Kwakiutl District Council indicates
the boundary between these two groups of tribes situated along the southeastern shoreline of the Brooks
Peninsula (Cape Cook) (Kwakiutl District Council 1983); a more recent map indicating the territorial
extent of the Nuu-chah-nulth tribes locates this same boundary along the northwestern shoreline of the
Brooks Peninsula (Canada 1994). Boas' (1887a; 1887c) early maps, which have recently been reprinted
(see Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:56-58), place this boundary along the northern one third of the Brooks
Peninsula.

not more than 6" living at Sea Otter Cove; he identified them as the "Ne-kim-ale-sellers"

(Nakomgilisala) (Richards 1860-1862).12

2.1.3 The Yutlinuk

The tribe known as the "Yutlinuk" formerly occupied the Scott Islands (Lanz, Cox, and

Triangle Islands) off Cape Scott. "Yutlinuk" is an anglicization of the tribal name yútl’inuxw

which is derived from yútl’i (meaning ‘landward on water’), the name for Cox Island (Boas

1934:40, map1:26; Galois 1994:303-304; Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:397 fn.61).

It appears the Yutlinuk merged with the Nakomgilisala prior to the mid-1900s; the

Yutlinuk were not identified as a separate group in Boas' (1887c) early tribal classification.

While Curtis (1915:10:306) wrote that the Yutlinuk were extinct as an independent group prior

to 1910, Mungo Martin noted that the last Yutilinuk person, a woman, died in the mid-1940s

(Duff 1953-1954).

2.2 Identity of the Quatsino First Nation 

The Quatsino First Nation represents the five Quatsino Sound tribes, all of whom speak

(or spoke) the same dialect of the Kwakwala language, and are identified as the Klaskino,

Hoyalas, Koskimo, Giopino and Quatsino. Collectively these tribes used and occupied the lands

and waters of northwestern Vancouver Island north from the Brooks Peninsula Cape Cook.13 
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     14 The Che:k’tles7et’h and Ka:’yu:k’t’h now comprise two of the five First Nations in the newly-formed
“Maa-nulth-aht” who very recently signed a Treaty Agreement-in-Principle with Canada and British
Columbia (Ha-shilth-sa 2003:1).

Territory claimed by the Quatsino First Nation in their “Statement of Intent” submitted

to the BC Treaty Commission includes by their admission lands overlapping with several other

First Nations, including Tlatlasikwala, Kwakiutl, Che:k’tles7et’h, Ka:’yu:k’t’h, and Nuu-chah-

nulth. Reportedly they have reached agreement with all of the Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations

regarding their common boundaries, and have signed “peace treaties” with the Che:k’tles7et’h

and Ka:’yu:k’t’h 14 (Quatsino First Nation 1996). Overlap issues with the Tlatlasikwala and the

Kwakiutl seem to remain unresolved.

The majority of Quatsino First Nation members appear to be of Koskimo descent. The

Quatsino Band's March 2001 population was 384, of whom 184 lived on Quatsino Subdivision

Indian Reserve No. 18 which was established in 1972 near Coal Harbour on Holberg Inlet

(Quatsino Community Profile 2003; Beer 1995: pers. comm.).

The following sections summarize data extracted from the available ethnographic,

ethnohistoric and linguistic literature relating to the aboriginal identity of the composite groups

that now form the Quatsino First Nation: the Klaskino (2.2.1), the Hoyalas (2.2.2), the

Koskimo (2.2.3), the Giopino (2.2.4), and the Quatsino (2.2.5).

2.2.1 The Klaskino

"Klaskino" is an anglicization of the tribal name tl'ásk'inuxw [derived from tl'ásakw

‘open ocean’ (Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:397 fn. 59)] which has been translated as 'people of

the ocean' (Boas 1891:605; 1966:38), or 'seaward-tribe' (Boas and Hunt 1902-1905:358), or

'people that live at a place that is outside' (Wilson, In, Wallas and Whitaker 1981:208). 

The territory of the Klaskino extended from the Brooks Peninsula (Cape Cook) north to

an area that was approximately six miles south of the entrance to Quatsino Sound, and included
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     15 Inglis (1990:7) has pointed out that on the basis of information provided elsewhere in Boas'
works, it could be concluded that in earlier times, Klaskino territory likely included the south shore of
Quatsino Sound.

     16 Similar information was provided by Drucker (1950:158) who noted that the Klaskino were
"mixed Kwakiutl and Nootkan, and most of its members were bilingual." Boas (1891:608) reported that
according to oral traditions, the Quatsino tribes "drove tribes speaking the Nootka language from the
region south of Quatsino Inlet." 

     17 The name for this site was transcribed by the Indian Reserve Commission as "tsow.e.nachs" when
it was set aside as Klaskino I.R. No. 2 in July 1889, at which time it was noted there were four houses
here (IRC 1889a:72; 1890a:177).

     18 "Te.laise" was set aside as Klaskino I.R. No. 1 in July 1889 (IRC 1889a:72; 1890a:176).

Klashkish and Klaskino Inlets and the creeks and rivers emptying into these inlets (Boas

1887c:map; Dawson 1888:70; Curtis 1915:10:306).15 

The Klaskino are now extinct as an independent group. Apparently the last person

recognized as a Klaskino, a man called "Skookum Jim" (also known as "Jim Culteetsum"), died

around 1940 (Malin 1961:12). 

The Klaskino were described in an 1867 newspaper article (written by E.A. Porcher

who was on the ship H.M.S. Sparrowhawk) as a very small tribe who at that time were

"rapidly dying off, numbering only 40, of which not more than 12 are adult male." It was

noted in this same article (Porcher 1867) that the Klaskino were bilingual, speaking both "Qua

Qua" (Kwakwala) and "the language of the Kyuquot's" (i.e. Nuu-chah-nulth), suggesting that

the Klaskino of the mid-1800s were a mixed population.16 By 1888, the last time the Klaskino

were enumerated in an Indian Affairs census, their population was only 13 (Canada 1889:315).

In 1914, only one person, Jim Culteetsum, was identified as Klaskino (RCIA 1914a), and as

noted above, he is said to have died around 1940 (Malin 1961:12).

In 1889 the Indian Reserve Commission set aside three reserves for the Klaskino Indians

(IRC 1889a; 1890a). One of these reserved parcels, "tse-oom´-kas"17 on Klaskino Inlet, had

been identified as the home of the 14 people comprising the Klaskino tribe in 1885, who

resided there in two houses (Dawson 1888:65). This reserve, and another known as "te.laise"18

on Brooks Bay, were "cut off" in 1914 by the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs
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     19 "Klas.kish" was set aside as Klaskino I.R. No. 3 in July 1889 (IRC 1889a:72; 1890a:177).

     20  Very likely the place that Duff ([1965]:63-64) referred to as "Hodzas, a place at the head of
Rupert Arm" was the same place that Boas (1934:map 5:48) identified as 'fort at mouth;' Bouchard’s
rendering of Boas' transcription for this place is xwúdzexsti. However, Duff (or Duff's Native consultant)
may have been incorrect in identifying this site's location to be "at the head of Rupert Arm," as Boas
(1934:map 5) identifies this place to be on the west side of the mouth of Marble Creek entering into
Varney Bay near the entrance to Rupert Inlet; Boas has no such place name at the end of Rupert Inlet.

     21 Information about the Hoyalas was also recorded by Edward Malin who conducted ethnographic
research with Koskimo people in 1950. Malin was told that the Hoyalas were "a mythological people"
who had formerly lived in this area. Malin also said that his Koskimo Native consultants told him they
exterminated the Hoyalas and occupied the main Hoyalas village, "xwatis" (later known as "Quattishe"
Indian Reserve No. 1 on the west side of Quatsino Narrows) (Malin 1961:16,112). Duff ([1965]:63-64)
was also told that this same site was a former Hoyalas village.

(1916:II:419), leaving "klas.kish"19 on Klaskish Inlet as the only Reserve for the Klaskino.

Today, Klaskish is regarded as an Indian Reserve belonging to the Quatsino Indian Band

(Canada 1987:102).

2.2.2 The Hoyalas

Like the Klaskino, the "Hoyalas" [anglicized from the tribal name xwúyales (Bouchard

and Kennedy 2002:435 fn. 84)] no longer exist as a distinct group. The meaning of "Hoyalas"

has been given as 'people of Hodzas (a place at the head of Rupert Arm)' (Duff [1965]:63-

64).20 

Apparently the Hoyalas disappeared as a distinct group around the mid-1700s. While

Curtis (1915:10:306) suggested that it was an "epidemic" that virtually exterminated these

people, all other sources say they were wiped out by the Koskimo who made war on the

Hoyalas and took over their territory (Dawson 1888:70; Boas 1897:332; Duff [1965]:64).21 

Galois (1994:55-56,347-349,351,360-363) reviewed the available ethnographic and

ethnohistoric data relating to the Hoyalas and mapped their former territory (as of circa 1750

and circa 1880) and settlement sites. The original area used and occupied by the Hoyalas

included: Holberg, Rupert and Neroutsos Inlets and the creeks and rivers draining into these

inlets, and; Alice and Victoria Lakes and the streams emptying into these lakes (Galois
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     22 Gwúsi7 is Bouchard’s rendering of "guse’," the transcription of this site's name by Powell/
Webster (In, Galois 1994:368-370). Wilson (In, Wallas and Whitaker 1981:208) provides a transcription
of this same term that would be rendered as gúse7i by Bouchard. 

1994:348,351). Within this overall territory, Boas (1934:maps 3 and 5) recorded approximately

100 place names. While Boas did not provide information about the uses of these places, he did

identify a site near the entrance to Quatsino Narrows and across from Hecate Bay, as the place

of origin for the Hoyalas (Boas 1934:37, map 5:64).

Settlement sites of the Hoyalas included: both sides of Quatsino Narrows; a location

somewhere in Victoria Lake; the head end of Rupert Inlet, and; Varney Bay in Rupert Inlet

(Galois 1994:351,362-363) (see also the discussion of Koskimo sites that follows).

2.2.3 The Koskimo

"Koskimo" is an anglicization of the tribal name gwúsgimukw (Bouchard and Kennedy

2002:420 fn. 15) which has been translated as 'people of Ko-se' (Dawson 1888:68), named

after a place, gwúsi7,22 located at the mouth of the Stranby River (also known as "Cache

Creek") which empties into Shuttleworth Bight, west from Cape Sutil at the northern tip of

Vancouver Island. According to tradition, gwúsi7 was the original home of the Koskimo

(Shotridge and Shotridge 1913:77; Curtis 1915:10:306; Wallas and Whitaker 1981:18-20,208;

Wallas, In, Galois 1994:367-368). 

As has been discussed, the Koskimo likely wiped out the Hoyalas in a series of attacks

beginning in the mid-1700s. By the late-1700s, the Koskimo had become the dominant tribe in

the Quatsino Sound area and had appropriated all the former territory of the Hoyalas. 

Boas' (1887c) map identified Koskimo territory to include all of Neroutsos, Rupert and

Holberg Inlets, Alice and Victoria Lakes, and the inner area of Quatsino Sound as far west as

the area opposite Cliffe Point, and extending southward along the Vancouver Island shoreline to

an area just north of Kwakiutl Point. Within this overall territory of the Koskimo, Boas

(1934:maps 4 and 5) recorded approximately 150 place names.
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     23 Xwetís is Bouchard's rendering of "xwatis," the transcription of this site's name by
Powell/Webster that is provided in Galois' (1994:370) study. Later this place was set aside as
"Quat.tishe" Indian Reserve No. 1.

     24 In September 1878, Dawson wrote that the area where the Koskimo lived encompassed the
"greater part of Quatsino Inlet" (Cole and Lockner 1989:2:537). Also in September 1878, Dawson
reported there were "about 15 houses" at xwetís which he described as "the main village" (Cole and
Lockner 1989:2:530). An 1885 census identified 145 Koskimo people living in 18 houses at xwetís
(Dawson 1888:65); in 1889, there were 21 houses here (IRC 1890b:86-87). In August 1885, Dawson
(1888:69) observed that although all the Koskimo were living at xwetís, they also had a "summer
village" at "Ma-ate" [subsequently set aside as "Mah.te.nicht" I.R. No. 8] nearly opposite Koprino
Harbour. 

     25 When he visited this area in May 1889, Peter O'Reilly of the Indian Reserve Commission referred
collectively to all the Indians of the Quatsino Sound area (but excluding the Klaskino) as "the Quatsino
tribe" whose total population at that time was 187 (IRC 1890b:92). For comparison, in 1888, the last
year that all four of the Quatsino Sound tribes were enumerated separately in the Indian Affairs censuses,
the combined total of the Koskimo, Quatsino, and Giopino was 196 (of whom 141 were Koskimo)
(Canada 1889:315). In the early 1860s, an estimate of 520 was given for the total Native population of
Quatsino, Neroutsos, Holberg and Rupert Inlets; this estimate appears in the private journal of Captain
G.H. Richards under whose direction all these inlets were surveyed in 1860 and 1862 (Richards 1860-
1862). In 1901, 89 Koskimo people living in 17 houses at "Kwattise" [Quat.tishe I.R. No. 1, Hecate
Cove] were enumerated (Canada 1901).

After the Hoyalas had been wiped out by the Koskimo, the original Hoyalas village of

xwetís 23 at Hecate Cove on the west side of Quatsino Narrows, became the principal village of

the Koskimo and the most important settlement in the Quatsino Sound area (Curtis

1915:10:306; Malin 1961:112; Duff [1965]:64; Galois 1994:367).24

Indian Reserves set aside in 1889 collectively for the "Indians resident in Quatsino

Sound"25 included the winter village at xwetís , then identified as "Quat.tishe" Indian Reserve

No. 1. Also set aside in Koskimo territory (i.e. in former Hoyalas territory) were the following

Indian Reserves: 

• I.R. 2 "Toh.quo.eugh" located in the western portion of Holberg Inlet [about
five miles west from Jules Bay] and comprised of two small islets with three
houses on them, occupied during the fishing season; 

• I.R. No. 3 "Pa.cat'l.lin.ne," about two miles from the west end of Holberg Inlet
[at the mouth of "Pegattem" Creek], used by the Natives as a camping place
while fishing; 

• I.R. No. 4 "Kul.tah" containing cultivated gardens and located on the east side
of upper Quatsino Narrows; 

• I.R. No. 5 "Cay.ilth," a fishing station at the end of Neroutsos Inlet;  
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     26 This is the same place identified by Dawson (1888:69) in 1885 as "Ma.ate," a "summer village"
of the Koskimo.

     27 Boas (1934:map 5:50) transcribed the name of this creek (i.e. the Marble River) as "sádzade"
meaning 'having spring salmon.'

     28 It has not been possible to determine the location of this place.

     29 It has not been possible to determine the location of this place.

     30 It has not been possible to determine the location of this place.

     31 Of the 13 "Additional Lands" applications made to the Royal Commission by the Koskimo people,
(continued...)

• I.R. No. 6 "Cay.use" [at the mouth of Cayuse Creek] and I.R. No. 7 "Tee.ta"
[at the mouth of Teeta Creek] both of which were salmon fisheries on the west
side of Neroutsos Inlet; 

• I.R. No. 8 "Mah.te.nicht,"26 a fishing station where five houses were located,
near the mouth of Mahatta Creek on the south side of Quatsino Sound and on the
east side of Koskimo Bay (IRC 1889b:73-76; 1890b:87-90). 

Places set aside as Indian Reserves were not the only resource procurement sites used by

the Koskimo. For example, Dawson observed in September 1878 that in Holberg Inlet there

were "many Indians camped about here & there, all at their salmon-fishing grounds" (Cole and

Lockner 1989:533). During the Royal Commission’s 1914 review of Indian Reserves, the

"Quatsino Tribe, Koskemo Band" requested that other places be set aside as Indian Reserves, as

follows:

• a fishing station known as "Tsatsa,27 Marble Creek, at the Narrows" [Marble
River, emptying into Varney Bay];

• two places in Holberg Inlet--"Wyomish,"28 a fishing station, and "Kleska
[Clesklagh Creek]," a fishing and trapping station;

• a fishing station at "Noonamis;"29 
• a clam beach at "Klostamis, Ingersoll River;"30 
• fishing stations and garden plots at "Kharkish," Koprino Harbour, and at

"Tsequae" at the head of Rupert Arm;
• fishing stations at "Kyumkatska, Monkey Creek," and "Beese" [Bish Creek],

both located in Quatsino Sound;
• a cemetery at "Maquazneecht" Island off from I.R. 4 at the north entrance to

Quatsino Narrows;31
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(...continued)
this was the only one that was granted; it was set aside as an Indian Reserve in February 1916 (RCIA
1916:2:420).

     32 A similar comment was made by anthropologist Philip Drucker who stated: "the Koskimo and their
neighbours formed a rather isolated Kwakiutl outpost. There was nearly as much contact with Nootkans
around Cape Cook as with the East Coast Kwakiutl" (Drucker 1950:158).

     33 Some of the non-Natives who contacted the Quatsino Sound tribes in the 1870s and 1880s also
commented on their isolation. For example, George Dawson commented in September 1878 that these
people "evidently very seldom see strangers" (Cole and Lockner 1989:2:529). In May of 1889, when
Indian Reserve Commissioner Peter O'Reilly visited the Quatsino Sound Tribes, he commented that
"they have hitherto been brought but little in contact with the whites" (IRC 1890b:92).

     34 According to Malin's own census, the total population of the Quatsino Sound Indians in 1950 was
38, of whom 29 considered themselves to be Koskimo (Malin 1961:17). This relative percentage of
Koskimo is comparable to the figure given in 1929, at which time the Quatsino Sound population total
reportedly was 49, of whom 39 were identified as Koskimo (cited in Galois 1994:355).

• firewood supply sites at "Kwanspa, Hankin Point" [at the entrance to Holberg
Inlet], at "Tsuquus," and at "Tsokumstala" in Neroutsos Inlet (RCIA 1916:401). 

Additional information about the Koskimo was provided by Edward Malin who

conducted ethnographic field research among these people in 1950. Malin noted the Koskimo

were distinct in that they had more contacts with Westcoast ("Nootkan" or "Nuu-chah-nulth")

tribes than with their Kwakwala-speaking neighbours.32 According to Malin, the Koskimo lived

a more isolated existence and were little affected by the social disruption that occurred among

many of the Southern Kwakiutl when Fort Rupert was established in 1849. Malin added that the

Koskimo’s isolated existence continued until about 192533 (Malin 1961:15-16,124-125).

Concerning the Koskimo, Malin wrote:

Formerly they were concentrated deep inside Quatsino Inlet, their territory
extending from Koprino Harbour and Koskimo Bay in the west to the various
arms of the Inlet, Holberg, Rupert, and Neroutsos, to the east. They might have
been the most populous of the four tribes; they appear to make up the only
remaining native inhabitants in the Sound during my visit [in 1950]34. . . The
Koskimo claimed the entire inner sections of northern Vancouver Island as their
own territory, and informants say that this land penetrated the bush country to
within a few miles of Fort Rupert itself . . . This people [the Koskimo] had a
number of small villages and fishing camps scattered at strategic places in the
Inlet, the more important ones being at Kultah [Kultah I.R. 4] where the Holberg
and Rupert Arms of the sea meet; at Togoyo [Toh.quo.eugh I.R. 2], 'the narrow
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     35 This is Bouchard’s rendering of "gop'inuxw," the transcription of this tribe's name that appears in
Galois' (1994:356) study.

     36 Dawson (1888:68) identified "Grassy Point" as "the old Kiaw-pino [Giopino] village."

     37 As discussed, Dawson (1888:69) suggested that Giopino territory formerly extended at least six
miles east from Koprino Harbour. Assuming this to be so, and assuming the western boundary of
Giopino territory (after the loss of the Forward Inlet/Winter Harbour area due to the invasion of the
Quatsino Tribe) to extend as far as the area across from Cliffe Point, as indicated on Boas' (1887c) map,
then the total number of place names recorded by Boas (1934:map 5) within Giopino territory was 16.

place,' deep in Holberg Inlet and a village abandoned many generations ago; and
at Maladi [Mah.te.nicht I.R.8], by the creek of the same name located in
Koskimo Bay. The last named village was in continual use until about 1930. For
years a summer fishing camp and quite possibly at an earlier time a winter
village as well was at Amuya, in Quatsino Cannery. It was abandoned about
1928. The most important village and the one playing the dominant role in
Koskimo life was located at Quatsino narrows . . ..This village is Xwatis
[xwetís, Quattishe I.R. 1] or 'village by the creek' (Malin 1961:15-16).   

2.2.4 The Giopino

Like the Hoyalas and Klaskino, the Giopino are now extinct. "Giopino" is an

anglicization of the tribal name góp'inuxw,35 translated by Duff ([1965]:71) as 'people of

Giopas (Spencer Cove) [in Koprino Harbour].' The last Giopino person, a man named

"Koprino Tom," died in 1935 (Malin 1961:13).

According to Duff ([1965]:65,71), the "main village of the Giopino" prior to the

Quatsino invasion around 1835 was "Sipai" on Grass Point36 [Greenwood Point] in Winter

Harbour near the north entrance to Quatsino Sound. Dawson (1888:69), however, stated that

the "principal village" of the Giopino was at "Bce" [Bish Creek] located "six miles east of

Koprino Harbour." Malin also recorded information about the former extent of Giopino

territory. Koskimo people interviewed by Malin in 1950 said that the "Gopino" [Giopino]

formerly ranged from the northern entrance of Quatsino Sound eastward to what is now called

Koprino Harbour.37 It is said their territory also included Forward Inlet, but when the Quatsino

Tribe moved into this area from the north, the Koprino were driven from here and moved into

a portion of what had by then become Koskimo territory [after the Koskimo had wiped out the
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     38 This is the same term that Duff ([1965]:71) transcribed as "Giopas," the name for Spencer Cove
(which is located in the northwest corner of Koprino Harbour). The fact that the Giopino were named
after this village site, as reported by Duff, offers indirect support to Malin's (1961:13) statement that this
site was the "primary village" of the Giopino, although Duff ([1965]:71) said their main village was in
Winter Harbour and Dawson (1888:69) reported it was on the north side of Quatsino Sound, east from
Koprino Harbour.   

original inhabitants, the Hoyalas]. The Giopino had a "primary village" centred at "Gobas"38 in

the extreme northwest corner of Koprino Harbour; skeletons of houses still stood here in 1950.

Another Giopino village was "Gladikwis" on the northern shore of Koprino Harbour (Malin

1961:10-13). 

The two sites where the Giopino are said to have originated were at the head of

Browning Creek [Browning Inlet, the extension of Forward Inlet] and at Grassy Point

[Greenwood Point] in Winter Harbour. Prior to the mid-1800s, many Giopino were killed as a

result of attacks by the Quatsino people who originally lived in the San Josef Bay area

northwest from Quatsino Sound. The Quatsino drove the survivors out of the Forward

Inlet/Winter Harbour area and thus the remaining Giopino went to live in Koprino Harbour. By

the mid-1880s, only about 20 Giopino remained and they were "practically amalgamated" with

the Koskimo, and living with them at the Koskimo village of xwetís at Quatsino Narrows (see

section 2.2.3); the Giopino in 1885 still maintained a seasonally-occupied fishing village on the

east side of Koprino Harbour (Dawson 1888:65,67-69; Malin 1961:10-13; Duff [1965]:65,71).

In 1888, the last time Canada 1889:315) enumerated the Giopino, their population was given as

17.

When Indian Reserves were first established in the Quatsino Sound area in 1889, they

were set aside for "Quatsino Sound Indians" who by that time were predominantly Koskimo.

Two of these Reserves were established within former Giopino territory, as follows:
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     39 This is the place whose name was transcribed by Malin (1961:13) as "Gladikwis," identified by
Malin as a Giopino village. The same place name was transcribed as "Tlátekus" by Curtis (1915:10:306);
it was the only Giopino village identified by Curtis. The Royal Commission on Indian Affairs was told
that I.R. 9 was an "old Indian village," that there were "about six houses here" in 1914, and that the
Reserve was used as a fishing station for "dog salmon, halibut and other kinds of fish," and as a place for
digging clams (RCIA 1914a:16-17) (see also the footnote that follows). 

     40 The indigenous name for this Reserve was not provided in the Indian Reserve Commission
materials. However, on Dawson's map of place names, the term "Ten-o-suh" was given as the name for
the Koprino River (Dawson 1887:no. 30) and "Ten-as-kuh" as the name for the "Indian village" at the
area that later became I.R. No. 9 (Dawson 1887:no. 31). As discussed (see preceding footnote), others
have identified I.R. 9 by another name transcribed either as "Gladikwis" (Malin 1961:13) or as
"Tlátekus" (Curtis 1915:10:306). It has not been possible to resolve this discrepancy in the two different
terms for the area of I.R. No. 9, but there is no doubt that Dawson's above-mentioned term for the
Koprino River, "Ten-o-suh," is the same name transcribed in 1914 as "Tennassa" and identified as being
on I.R. No. 10 (RCIA 1914a:2). On 19 September 1878, with reference to the Koprino River, Dawson
wrote: "most of the [Quatsino Sound tribes] now at mouth of river there salmon fishing" (Cole and
Lockner 1989:2:530). In 1914, the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs was told there were "plenty of
houses" at I.R. No. 10 and that the Koskimo people caught dog salmon here, dug clams here, and caught
halibut and herring nearby (RCIA 1914a:17).

     41 At the time of the Indian Reserve Commission (1890b:84), Reserves No. 1-16 were set aside
collectively for the "Indians resident in Quatsino Sound." Subsequently, however, the Reserves
numbered 1-10 were recognized as belonging to the "Quatsino Tribe, Koskemo Band" and those
numbered 11-16 were said to belong to the "Quatsino Tribe, Quatsino Band" (RCIA 1916:2:382-383). In
recent years, all of these Indian Reserves, as well as Klaskish I.R. No. 3 which formerly belonged to the
Klaskino, have been recognized as Reserves of the Quatsino Indian Band (Canada 1987:102-103).

• I.R. No. 9 "Cla.tux,"39 where eight houses were located in July 1889, on the
east side of Koprino Harbour, and;

• I.R. No. 10, a fishing station on the north side of Koprino Harbour, at the
mouth of the Koprino River40 (IRC 1889b:75-76; 1890b:89-90).41 

2.2.5 The Quatsino

"Quatsino" is an anglicization of the tribal name gwats'ínuxw (Bouchard and Kennedy

2002:403 fn. 115) which has been translated as 'people of the west' (Dawson 1888:68),

'northern people' (Curtis 1915:10:306), or 'people of the north country' (Duff [1965]:63).

According to Malin (1961:14,17), the Quatsino were "almost extinct" by 1950, at which time
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     42 Although, at least since the 1880s, the Quatsino population has been small relative to that of the
Koskimo, the Quatsino continued to be enumerated separately in Indian Affairs census records (unlike
the Klaskino and Giopino, who were no longer identified separately after 1888). For example, there were
38 Quatsino of the 209 population total for the Quatsino Sound tribes (including the Klaskino) in 1888
(Canada 1889:315). In 1901, 25 Quatsino Indians living in 9 houses at "Sipaya" [Grass Point I.R. No. 13
in Winter Harbour] were enumerated; at the same time, the Koskimo population totalled 89 (Canada
1901). In 1911, there were 20 Quatsino Indians identified in a total Quatsino Sound population of 72
(Canada 1911:10), and in 1929, the last time the Quatsino people were enumerated separately (Duff
[1965]:70), there were 7 Quatsino in the total Quatsino Sound population of 46 (cited in Galois
1994:355). When members of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs met with the Quatsino Band in
May 1914, they were told there were then only six "real Quatsino" men left (RCIA 1914c:34), although
the actual census figure at that time for the Quatsino was given as either 14 or 17 people in total (RCIA
1916:2:395).

     43 Within this overall territory, Boas (1934:maps 2,3 and 4) identified and mapped a total of 55 place
names.

     44 Galois' (1994:348) map showing the reconstructed boundaries of Quatsino territory circa 1750
identifies the same northern limit as the Boas (1887c) map, but delineates the Quatsino southern
boundary in the vicinity of Topknot Point and identifies the area south from this point as Giopino
territory.

     45 Although the Quatsino people are said to have originated here in the San Josef Bay/Sea Otter
Cove area, this same area eventually became part of the territory of the Nakomgilisala, one of the so-
called "Nahwitti" tribes (Boas 1887b:map; Duff [1965]:61; Galois 1994:277-289).

only two or three people identified themselves as Quatsino Indians;42 these people lived together

with the Koskimo at that time. 

On Boas' (1887c) map, the boundaries of Quatsino territory encompassed the north side

of outer Quatsino Sound, beginning at an area opposite Cliffe Point and extending west to

include all of Forward Inlet, Winter Harbour and Browning Inlet, and north along the

Vancouver Island shore to the vicinity of Cape Palmerston.43 This represented the extent of

Quatsino territory after they had taken over most of the territory of the Giopino (Dawson

1888:68; Duff [1965]:65).44 

Dawson was told in August 1885 by "Ow-it," the hereditary chief of the Quatsino, that

his people originated in San Josef Bay and Sea Otter Cove,45 but that in the time of his father's

father, the Quatsino drove the Giopino out of Forward Inlet and established their own main

village here at a place called "Ow-i-ye-kumi"  (see the discussion that follows) (Dawson 1885;
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     46 The fact that the son of "Ow-it" was married and had children in 1885 (Dawson 1885; 1888:67-
68) suggests that Ow-it was at least 50 years old, meaning he would have been born about 1835.
Assuming 25 years per generation, Ow-it's father would have been born around 1810 and his father's
father would have been born around 1775. Thus, Duff's ([1965]:65) estimate of 1835 as the year that
Ow-it's grandfather established the Quatsino village in Forward Inlet may not be accurate, as he would
have been about 60 years old at that time. A more realistic estimate would be sometime in the 1820s.

     47 Malin (1961:14) transcribed this as "Owiyakamla" and identified it as a "permanent summer
fishing camp" of the Quatsino Tribe.

     48 This term was transcribed as "Kwatlio" by Malin (1961:14) who described this place as a
"permanent summer fishing camp" of the Quatsino Tribe.

     49 While Indian Reserve Commission records identified this place as "Cli.en.na," other sources
identify it by another name, transcribed variously as "Te-na-ate" (Dawson 1888:68), "Tennaht" (RCIA

(continued...)

1888:67-68). Duff ([1965]:65) estimated that this occurred around 1835, but it may have

happened earlier.46

According to Dawson, the "principal or winter village" of the "Kwá-tsi-no"

[gwats'ínuxw, Quatsino Tribe] in the mid-1880s was "Ow-i-ye-kumi" (later set aside as

"O.ya.kum.la" I.R. No. 11) on the east side of the entrance to Forward Inlet. The Quatsino

population of 34 people lived here in five houses in 1885. Along the Vancouver Island

shoreline north from the entrance to Quatsino Sound, the Quatsino also had "rough temporary

huts at several places" where they went to go halibut fishing. As well, they had an "autumn

village" at the upper end of Winter Harbour at a place called "Te-na-ate" (later set aside as I.R.

No. 14) where Dawson said he had seen the Quatsino people in September 1878 (Dawson

1888:65,68). 

Among the Indian Reserves set aside in 1889 collectively for the "Indians resident in

Quatsino Sound" were the following Reserves within Quatsino territory:

• I.R. No. 11 "O.ya.kum.la,"47 where there were five houses in July 1889, located
on the eastern shore of the entrance to Forward Inlet;

• I.R. No. 12 "Quat.ley.o,"48 a camping place on the southern shore of Browning
Creek [Browning Inlet];

• I.R. No. 13 "Grass Point" [Browning Point] on the western shore of Winter
Harbour;

• I.R. No. 14 "Cli.en.na"49 on the northern shore of Winter Harbour;
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(...continued)
1914c:36), or "denáde" (Boas 1934:map 3:112). Both in an interview with the Quatsino chief (RCIA
1914c:37) and in a note in the published report of the Royal Commission (1916:2:383), I.R. 14 was
referred to as "Tennaht" and not "Cli.en.na;" this same note adds that "Cli.en.na" is the name of "an
entirely different piece of Crown land off Ka-kum-ka-leese" (I.R. No. 16--see the footnote that follows).
Given that I.R. 16 is east from "Tennaht" (I.R. 14), this suggests that "Cli.en.na" is the name of
"Klayina [anglicized from "Cli.en.na"] Creek" which is located about one mile east from I.R. 14, and on
the north side of the upper end of Winter Harbour.

     50 This place, I.R. 16, was identified by the Quatsino chief in May 1914 as "Kakumkaleese" (RCIA
1914c:37), not "Ah.whe.cha.ol.to" as it had been identified in 1889.

     51  The Reserves numbered 11-16, as well as those numbered 1-10, were all set aside collectively at
this time for the "Indians resident in Quatsino Sound" (IRC 1890b:84). Subsequently, however, the
Reserves numbered 11-16 were said to belong to the "Quatsino Tribe, Quatsino Band" and those
numbered 1-10 were recognized as belonging to the "Quatsino Tribe, Koskemo Band" (RCIA
1916:2:382-383). In recent years, all of these Indian Reserves, as well as Klaskish I.R. No. 3 which
formerly belonged to the Klaskino, have been recognized as Reserves of the Quatsino Indian Band
(Canada 1987:102-103).

     52 Malin (1961:2) reported that in 1950, "Sipa uh" was where all the Quatsino Sound Indians [who
by then were predominantly Koskimo] stayed for the summer while they were engaged in fishing
activities; Malin stayed there with these people in order to undertake his ethnographic fieldwork.  

• I.R. No. 15, a burial island south from I.R. No. 14;
• I.R. No. 16 "Ah.whe.cha.ol.to"50 at the head of Winter Harbour, on its south

shore (IRC 1889b:76-78; 1890b:90-92).51

Duff ([1965]:69-70) wrote that by the 1890s, the Quatsino people's principal village was

at "Tennaht" (I.R. No. 14) but by sometime prior to 1910, their main village was at "Sipai"

(Greenwood Point, i.e. "Grass Point" I.R. No. 13 in Winter Harbour). Other sources have

confirmed this information. For example, Malin (1961:14) was told by aboriginal consultants in

1950 that "Denadi ["Tennaht"], in the northern tip of Forward Inlet [Winter Harbour]" was the

Quatsino people's "largest residence" before they established their village at "Sipa uh52

["Sipai"]." Referring to the years between 1910-1914, Curtis (1915:10:306) also identified

"Sípee" as the "present village" of the Quatsino Tribe, as did the Quatsino Band representatives

who met with members of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs in May 1914. These

Quatsino people also said that "Tennaht" was their "former home" (RCIA 1914c:36). 
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     53 A thorough discussion of the Kwakiutl or Fort Rupert Tribes, including territorial maps and
identification of settlement sites, can be found in Galois (1994:188-222). 

     54 These same four tribes were also identified by Edward Curtis on the basis of his 1910-1914
fieldwork, as follows: the "Qágyuhl" [Kwakiutl]; the "Qíha" [Kweeha]; the "Kómkyótis" [Komkiutis];
and the "Wálas Qágyuhl" [Walas Kwakiutl] (Curtis 1915:10:307-308)

2.3 Identity of the Kwakiutl Nation 

The present Kwakiutl Nation is composed of four closely-related groups: the "Kwakiutl"

(kwágu7lh), the Walas Kwakiutl (or Lakwilala), the Komkiutis, and the Kweeha (or Komoyoi).

After Fort Rupert was established in Beaver Harbour near Port Hardy in 1849, all four of these

groups moved their winter residences to the fort site. Thus, they became known as the "Fort

Rupert Tribes."53  

Today the descendants of these Fort Rupert tribes are known collectively as the

Kwakiutl Nation. As of March 2001, 320 of the Kwakiutl Nation’s membership of 607 resided

in the village of Fort Rupert (Kwakiutl Community Profile 2003).

The territory claimed by the Kwakiutl Nation in their “Statement of Intent” submitted to

the BC Treaty Commission is as follows:

An area generally bounded to the north by Nigei Island (50 degrees 53'N), to the
west by Tyllai Creek (128 degrees OO'E) and to the south by the Kilpala River
(50 degrees 26'N), and to the east at Trinity Bay (126 degrees 58"E) (Kwakiutl
Nation 2000).

The Kwakiutl Nation acknowledges overlapping territory issues with the following groups:

Tlatlasikwala Nation, Quatsino First Nation, Namgis Nation, Da’naxda’xw Awaetlatla Nation,

and Gwa’Sala-Nakwaxda’xw Nation (Kwakiutl Nation 2000).

A thorough investigation into the early history of the Kwakiutl tribes at Fort Rupert was

undertaken by Wilson Duff who reported the following: 

Before they moved to Fort Rupert, the four tribes54 were closely identified with
each other. Their winter villages were clustered within a few miles of one
another in the great centre of Kwakiutl population around Turnour Island. They
shared salmon fishing rights on the Nimpkish River, each tribe having its own
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     55 A discussion of the aboriginal history of the Robson Bight area is contained in Bouchard and
Kennedy (1988). 

     56 In May 1860, a HBC official at Fort Rupert told Captain George Richards that the total population
of the "Quoguellas" [kwágu7lh] tribe living around the fort amounted to "less than 500 men when all
present" (undoubtedly he was referring not just to the kwágu7lh proper but to all four of the Fort Rupert
tribes in total who were then living adjacent to the fort). Several months later, however, on August 13th,
1860 when Richards observed "all the natives sitting on the beach outside the HB Fort" he estimated the
total "about 600 in number" (Richards 1860-1862).

     57 Some of this knowledge is retained by contemporary Fort Rupert Native people, one of whom in
1988 was able to identify which sections of the village here were occupied by each tribe (Bouchard and
Kennedy 1988:107-108).

sites for weirs. They all owned eulachon fishing places at Tsawati at the head of
Knight Inlet. The traditional places of origin of most of their clans [numayms]
were along the east coast of Vancouver Island, and they went to the same areas
in summer for salmon: three had villages at the mouth of Cluxewe Creek and the
fourth at the mouth of Tsitika Creek [in Robson Bight].55 It is said that other
tribes invited them [the Fort Rupert Tribes] as a single group to their potlatches.
When they did move to Fort Rupert, they shared a single village . . . Fort
Rupert was to become the most spectacular ceremonial centre of the coast, where
potlatching and winter dances were developed to an unprecedented degree and
into new forms (Duff [1965]:46,48).

After 1849, when these four tribes congregated at Fort Rupert, they maintained their

separate identities and lived in specific sections of the village.56 Boas' diagram of the identified

house locations of the four tribes at Fort Rupert57 circa 1866 is published in Galois (1994:197). 

In 1851, the Hudson’s Bay Company signed a treaty with the “Queackar  [kwíxa or

“Kweeha”] Tribe” and the “Quakeolth  [kwágu7lh] Tribe” of Fort Rupert stating that they:

“surrender, entirely and forever . . . the whole of the lands situate and lying between McNeill’s

Harbour and Hardy Bay, inclusive of these ports, and extending two miles into the interior of

the island” (Hudson’s Bay Company 1851). Hence, the overall area surrendered in 1851 did

not include lands now proposed for Sea Breeze Energy’s wind farm developments.

The Indian Reserve Commission first travelled to Fort Rupert in Beaver Harbour in the

fall of 1879 and found there a total population of 240 people, comprised of 149 "Kwáh.kewlth"
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     58 Why census-taker Blenkinsop failed to mention the Walas Kwakiutl here in Beaver Harbour in
1879 is not known; he did mention these people (the "Wáwlis Kwáwkewlth") in his June 30th, 1882
census (Blenkinsop 1882-1883), the results of which were printed in the 1883 Annual Report (Canada
1884:190) which was the first publication of a census of all the "Kwawkewlth Agency" tribes. The 30
June 1882 figures for the Fort Rupert tribes at Beaver Harbour totalled 231, comprised of: "Kwé.ah.kah"
[Kweeha], 82; "Kwáawkewlth" [Kwakiutl], 83; and "Wáwlis Kwáwkewlth" [Walas Kwakiutl], 66.  

     59 In 1914, people at Fort Rupert meeting with members of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs
identified these same three tribal groupings and told the Commissioners that the "three Bands in this one
Tribe known as the Kwawkewlths" were "the Kwawkewlth, Kwishkah and the Walas," and that the
combined total population of all these people was 117 (RCIA 1914d:101). The 1901 Dominion census
enumerated only the Kwakiutl and Kweeha; at this time there were 52 "Kwaquilt" living in 13 houses at
Fort Rupert, and 21 "Kwiakah" living there in 4 houses (Canada 1901).

     60 Kwágu7lh is the transcription of this tribal name as it was pronounced by Kwakwala-speaking
Native consultants interviewed in 1988 (Bouchard 1988). This term has been transcribed by
Powell/Webster as "kwagu'»" (Powell et al. 1981:12:4; Galois 1994:207). Boas (1897:330) said that he
was told by the Kwakiutl, themselves, that the meaning of kwágu7lh is 'smoke of the world,' although he
felt it more likely that its meaning was 'beach at north side of river.' More recent linguistic analysis,
however, suggests that Boas' Native consultants were correct, as the meaning of kwágu7lh has been
given as 'powder, air, breath, or smoke rising or being blown out of containment' (Compton and Rath
1988:23). 

[kwágu7lh] and 91 "Kwé.ah.kah" [kwíxa or “Kweeha”] (Blenkinsop 1879).58 In the summer of

1885, it was reported there were 65 "Kwáki-ki-ool" [kwágu7lh] living here, in ten houses, as

well as 59 "Kwi-ha" in 8 houses, and 48 "Walis-kwa-ki-ool" [Walas Kwakiutl] in 7 houses, for

a total of 172 people altogether (Dawson 1888:65).59 

The following sections summarize data extracted from the available ethnographic,

ethnohistoric and linguistic literature relating to the aboriginal identity of the composite groups

that now form the Kwakiutl Nation: the "Kwakiutl" or kwágu7lh (2.3.1), the Kweeha (2.3.2),

the Walas Kwakiutl (2.3.3), and the Komkiutis (2.3.4).

2.3.1 The "Kwakiutl" or Kwágu7lh

"Kwakiutl" is an anglicization of the tribal name kwágu7lh.60 On Boas' (1887c) map,

"Kwákiutl" territory encompassed an area along the east coast of Vancouver Island extending

from the vicinity of Songhees Creek (about five miles west from Hardy Bay) to the vicinity of

the Nimpkish River, including Malcolm, Cormorant, and Hanson Islands, and portions of
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     61 At the time the kwágu7lh were living at kálugwis on Turnour Island, the Tlawitsis (anglicized
from the tribal name lháwits'is), one of the Lower Knight Inlet Tribes, were living on Klaoitsis Island to
the south of Turnour Island. But when the kwágu7lh left kálugwis and congregated at Fort Rupert after
1849, the lháwits'is tribe moved away from Klaoitsis Island and went to live at kálugwis (Boas
1887c:131; Curtis 1915:10:307; Dawson 1888:72).

     62 It was reported in the 1880s that the Fort Rupert people still considered kálugwis "as their old
home" and regarded this place "with a species of affection" (Dawson 1888:72). Today, some of the Fort
Rupert people still acknowledge kálugwis as a place where their people used to live "a long, long time
ago" (Bouchard and Kennedy 1988:107).

Turnour, Harbledown, and West and East Cracroft Islands. Within this overall territory,

George Hunt provided (Boas 1934:maps 5,6,6a,8,8a,11,14,and 15) more than 200 place

names.

The legendary home of some of the kwágu7lh was said to have been in Hardy Bay until

the original ancestor of one of the local groups decided to move south in search of a village

site, thus establishing the presence of kwágu7lh on Turnour Island (Duff 1953-1954; Boas and

Hunt 1921:II:1386-1388). One source gave the name of this ancestor as "mátagil*a" (Duff

1953-1954) and noted that he took a second name, "máxwi'alici" once he had a large family

(Duff 1952). This latter name, transcribed by Boas and Hunt (1921:II:795) as "maxuyalidze",

was said to have been the chief's name of the ma7émtagi7la numaym of the kwágu7lh. The

story of the southward kwágu7lh migration describes how this original ancestor — the man

Boas identified as "maxuyalidze" — lived originally at "k"!Çdagala" in Hardy Bay.

Subsequently, k"!Çdagala and his family searched for another village site, at a time when “the

myth people were scattered.” Eventually k"!Çdagala and his family arrived at kálugwis

("Karlukwees") on Turnour Island and built houses there because it was "a very good village

site." Then they invited the other kwágu7lh people to attend a potlatch and to settle in the same

vicinity. Among the places subsequently inhabited were "adap!," located in Turnour Bay on

Turnour Island, not far from kálugwis, and "Q!abe," one of the small islands immediately west

of Klaoitsis Island,61 which itself is located just south of kálugwis62 (Boas and Hunt

1921:II:1386-1388; Boas 1934:map 14:75,78,79).
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     63 In September 1922, representatives of the Fort Rupert Tribes requested that "a mile square at
"Suquash" with all the resources on it" be set aside as an Indian Reserve (RCIA 1921-1922). "Suquash"
is the same place identified by Boas (1934:map 8:23) as "sagwás" meaning 'place of meat carving.'

     64 Possibly the village in question was the site identified by Mungo Martin as a Walas Kwakiutl
village located "a mile or so west of mouth of Cluxewe Creek" (Duff 1953-1954).

The four Fort Rupert Tribes were living in these three above-mentioned villages (i.e.

kálugwis, "adap!" and "Q!abe"), in close proximity to each other, prior to about 1810 (Boas

1966:45-46). Mungo Martin told Wilson Duff (1953-1954; [1965]:51) that the kwágu7lh also

had "old village sites" in the following areas: 

• the southeast side of Minstrel Island, opposite the north end of East Cracroft Island
(where a hotel was located in the early 1950s); 

• on the northwest side of Cracroft Island, opposite Farquharson Island; 
• in Bones Bay, near the north end of West Cracroft Island; 
• and at the mouth of the Cluxewe River. 

Additionally, the kwágu7lh formerly had a berry-picking area at the west end of Malcolm

Island in an area that later became known as I.R. No. 8 (Duff 1953-1954; [1965]:51).

In May 1840, James Douglas noted there were "numerous Quakeeolth" living at the

"Coal mine" (Douglas 1840). This was a reference to the coal beds whose location Galois

(1994:200) determined to be in the vicinity of Suquash63 or Single Tree Point, located about

three and a half miles northwest of the mouth of Cluxewe River (Galois points out that the

existence of these coal seams was made known to the Hudson’s Bay Company at Fort

McLoughlin in 1835). Douglas’ statement of 1840 notwithstanding, it appears the village was

not right at the site of the coal seams; one source (Finlayson 1836, In, Galois 1994:200)

identified more precisely the "Quaquill" village of 50 to 60 houses to be located "within 2 1/2

miles" of the coal beds. On the basis of this and other evidence, Galois (1994:200) concluded

that the village referred to was at the mouth of the Cluxewe River.64
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     65 As discussed in Bouchard and Kennedy (2002:368, fn.76), present-day knowledgeable Native
Kwakwala language specialists do not agree with Boas’ translation of dleksíwi as ‘clover roots at the mouth
of a river.’ Rather, they state that dleksíwi is derived from the Kwakwala term meaning ‘cinquefoil;
silverweed’ (Potentilla pacifica).

     66 Another place that was set aside at this time as a Reserve for the Fort Rupert Indians was
"Keogh," identified as "a small camping ground and fishing station" (IRC 1886b:231) located at the
mouth of Keogh Creek, about 2.5 miles southeast from the eastern entrance to Beaver Harbour.

     67 Elsewhere it is reported that the Fort Rupert Tribes previously had summer fishing sites at the
mouth of Cluxewe River (Dawson 1885; 1888:72; Duff [1965:46]).

     68 In Boas' (1934:map 5:7) place names study, False Head is identified by the term "élaqeme" which
(continued...)

Dleksíwi ("Klick-see-wy")65 at the mouth of the Cluxewe River was among the sites set

aside for the "Fort Rupert Indians" collectively when the Indian Reserve Commission visited

this area in September 1886.66 At that time, "Klick-see-wy" was identified as a salmon fishery

and camping place67 (IRC 1886a; 1886b). On 1 June 1914 representatives of the Fort Rupert

Tribes (identified then as the "Kwawkewlth Band") met with members of the Royal

Commission on Indian Affairs. The Band representatives complained of the small size of

"Klickseewy" I.R. No. 7, asked that it be enlarged, and requested additional land be set aside

extending all the way to Lady Ellen Point near Port McNeill: 

Our forefathers had their village there [at "Klickseewy"] from time
immemorial...we are surprised at the smallness of the [Indian Reserve] land that
was allowed to us, and we ask that a starting point be made from a place called
Tsikwkwyn [this site is not identified in Boas' (1934:map 8) place names study] -
there used to be a house there . . .That used to be our land and the old village
that was put there . . . we want both sides of that river Kilchsweway running the
whole length. We want this river also for the salmon that runs there, and the
beach for the clams that are there, and the land for the trees that are there, and
the soil — we trap there and get different fur bearing animals there. We want
this Tsikwkwyn to be the starting point going in half a mile from there and along
following the shore to Akispalis Point [i.e. Lady Ellen Point (Boas 1934:map
8:28)] (RCIA 1914d:97-98).  

Among the other lands requested as Indian Reserves in 1914 was "Gayakh," said to be

an old village site, at False Head,68 about six miles southeast from Beaver Harbour. The Fort
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has no resemblance to the term "gayakh." 

     69 "Pulkhukglalis" is clearly the same term transcribed as "p!élq!exlalis" and translated as 'thin (flat
rocky) beach at hind end' in Boas' (1934:map 8:32) place names study. It appears, from Boas' map of
place name locations, that this term was applied to a little island that was formerly located just west of
the mouth of a creek (with no English name on the 1:50,000 topographic map) which enters Port McNeill
Harbour today not far west from the microwave tower.

     70 Kwíxa is Bouchard’s rendering of the Powell/Webster transcription "kwixa" appearing in Galois'
(1994:217) study. This tribal name was translated as 'murderer' by Boas (1966:39). The Kweeha were
also known as Komoyoi, translated by Boas (1966:39) as 'rich in middle;' Powell/Webster have
transcribed this name as "k'umuyoy* i" (Galois 1994:217). In interviews conducted in 1988 with
Kwakwala-speaking people, Bouchard transcribed the same term both as kw'úmuyuyi and as kw'úmuy*uy*
(Bouchard 1988). 

     71 Mungo Martin said the Kweeha village was actually at Thomas Point at the eastern entrance to
Beaver Harbour (Duff 1953-1954); this area was subsequently established as I.R. No. 5.

Rupert people wanted this place set aside as an Indian Reserve to be used as a trapping base and

fishing station, and as a place from which to obtain wood (RCIA 1916:2:404). As well, they

asked for a place called "Pulkhukglalis"69 at Port McNeill (RCIA 1913-1914) which they

wanted as a village site and fishing station (RCAI 1916:2:404). 

2.3.2 The Kweeha (or Komoyoi)

Mungo Martin told Duff that the principal village of the Kweeha (kwíxa)70 "in pre-HBC

times" was a place called "tsaite" on Mound Island which is located off the northwest end of

Harbledown Island. As well, the Kweeha had village sites on Vancouver Island at sites just

west of the mouth of Cluxewe Creek and in Beaver Harbour (Duff 1953-1954; [1965]:52). This

latter site, Beaver Harbour, was identified by James Douglas in May 1840 as the place where

"numerous Queechaw [Kweeha]" were living (Douglas 1840).71 

Prior to 1906, the Kweeha were enumerated separately from the other Fort Rupert

tribes. For example, the 1901 Canada census enumerated 21 "Kwiahkah" people living in 4

houses at Fort Rupert (Canada 1901), and the 1883 Indian Affairs census gave a "Kwe-ah-kah"

population of 82 (Canada 1884:190).  
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     72 W* álas kwágu7lh is Bouchard’s transcription of this tribal name as it was pronounced by
Kwakwala-speaking Native consultants interviewed in 1988 (Bouchard 1988). The Powell/Webster
transcription of this tribal name is "'walas kwagu'»" (Galois 1994:220). Boas (1966:39) translated Walas
Kwakiutl as 'the great Kwakiutl.' At one time the Walas Kwakiutl were known as the Lakwilala, a term
that Boas (1966:39) transcribed as "láqwilala" and translated as 'setting fires here and there;'
Powell/Webster have transcribed this as "lakwi'lala" (Galois 1994:220).

     73 Among those who identified the Walas Kwakiutl in early years as one of the tribes living at Fort
Rupert was Captain G.H. Richards; he referred to them as the "Wah-lish Quah-quolth" in April 1862
(Richards 1860-1862).

     74 Kw'úmk'ut's is Bouchard’s transcription of this tribe's name as it was elicited from Kwakwala-
speaking consultants in 1988 (Bouchard 1988). Boas (1966:39) translated this term as 'rich side.' The
Powell/Webster transcription of this tribal name is "k'umk'utis" (Galois 1994:206). 

2.3.3. The Walas Kwakiutl (or Lakwilala)

It is not certain where the winter village of the w*álas kwágu7lh72 ("Walas Kwakiutl")

was situated. Mungo Martin said it was at a place called "kapay," on a small island just south

of Klaoitsis Island (Duff 1953-1954; [1965]:53), while Boas and Hunt (1921:977) placed it in a

bay on the south side of Turnour Island. Additionally, according to Mungo Martin, the Walas

Kwakiutl had a village site "inside a reef a mile or so west of mouth of Cluxewe Creek" (Duff

1953-1954). Like the kwágu7lh, the Walas Kwakiutl also had an origin site in Beaver Harbour,

as well as salmon fishing rights on the Nimpkish River and eulachon fishing rights at Knight

Inlet (Duff 1953-1954; [1965]:53). 

The Walas Kwakiutl were not enumerated separately from the other Fort Rupert tribes

after 1885.73

2.3.4 The Komkiutis

Little is known about the kw'úmk'ut's74 ("Komkiutis"). Apparently they merged in early

times with the wálas kwágu7lh (“Walas Kwakiutl”). On one occasion, Mungo Martin (Duff

1953-1954) said that the Komkiutis formerly lived together with the Walas Kwakiutl at a village

site on a small island south from Klaoitsis Island. It is believed the Komkiutis originated in part

from a group known as the "Tlitlekit" who had a village in Robson Bight and later moved to

Turnour Bay on Turnour Island (Duff [1965]:54; Bouchard and Kennedy 1988:104-109). In
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     75 Richards in April 1862 referred to the Komkiutis as the "Kom-Rotus" (Richards 1860-1862).

May 1840, James Douglas noted that the "Kumkootis" were living in "McNeills Harbour" (i.e.

Port McNeill) (Douglas 1840).

As Galois (1994:207) has noted, the Komkiutis were identified separately in Boas'

diagram of the Fort Rupert Tribes’ house locations in Beaver Harbour circa 1866.75  However,

the Komkiutis were not enumerated separately in any of the censuses recorded from 1879

onwards.
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3.0 FIRST NATIONS LAND USE ON NORTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND

The Kwákwekew*akw (Southern Kwakiutl) have a long history of occupation on the

northern end of Vancouver Island, using the local resources from high elevation terrestrial

habitats to intertidal and aquatic areas.  Like other Northwest Coast groups, Kwákwekew*akw

society was characterized by their use of dugout canoes and large, rectangular plank houses;

intricate woodworking of boxes, totem poles and house front; the manufacture of plant fibre

garments; a complex social organization and highly-elaborate winter ceremonials; and also by

their sophisticated technology and strategic exploitation of a fishing and water-oriented

economy (Drucker 1955).

The following discussion reviews those aspects of Kwákwekew*akw society that, together

with the discussion of group composition and territory presented in section 2.0, help determine

the nature of possible aboriginal land use in the vicinity of Sea Breeze Energy’s proposed

developments. The section begins with a discussion of settlement patterns (3.1), continues with

a summary of the aboriginal social organization, including concepts of ownership (3.2), and is

followed by a summary of seasonal subsistence strategies (3.3). 

Following section 3.0 is section 4.0 which considers specific aboriginal land use in the

vicinity of Sea Breeze Energy’s proposed development areas. This is followed by Section 5.0

which is a list of references cited in the present report.

3.1 Settlement Patterns

Boas (1966:43) wrote: “shell mounds . . . are so numerous along the coast in Southern

Kwakiutl territory that probably no habitable place near the mouth of a salmon stream can be

found that would prove not to have been a house site at some time.” Villages and temporary

camps were generally established along the coastline, or slightly inland along rivers and

streams, where fresh water and protection from enemies were available. Additionally, villagers

sometimes maintained a fortified refuge, as described by Curtis:

Most of the Kwakiutl villages stand on the grassy terrace just above the beach
gravel of some sheltered cove, with the tangled forest directly behind . . . Nearly
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every village had a fortified refuge at the top of an inaccessible, rocky hill (in
many cases an islet), where the inhabitants could dwell in comparative security
during the ‘fighting season’ (Curtis 1915:9).

Aboriginally, the size of Kwákwekew*akw villages likely varied over the years, with

stronger villages growing at the expense of weaker ones — providing they had the resources to

support the growth — and the population and resources of smaller ones being absorbed by those

more powerful. Yet intergroup hostility, as well as epidemics beginning in the 1770s, resulted

in profound changes to Kwákwekew*akw territory and settlement, at a scale likely unprecedented

aboriginally. One assessment of the pre-epidemic Kwákwekew*akw population provides an

estimate of 19,125, with about 8,500 remaining by the time of W.F. Tolmie’s census in 1835,

and a further decrease to 2,264 in 1882 (Boyd 1990:144). 

Such profound depopulation resulted in many villages being abandoned and entire

numayms becoming extinct. As reviewed in the present report, some groups became vulnerable

to takeover by aggressive neighbours in search of richer salmon streams and a broader resource

base. Other tribes merged to form viable communities, as described in the following passage:

When the small-pox first ravaged the coast, after the coming of the whites, the
Indians were not only much reduced in numbers, but became scattered, and new
combinations were probably formed subsequently; while tribes and portions of
tribes, once forming distinct village communities, drew together for mutual
protection, when their numbers became small. The establishment of Fort Rupert,
at Beaver Harbour (in 1849), resulted in the migration of several tribes to that
place and their permanent residence there (Dawson 1888:66).

The migration to Fort Rupert brought new economic opportunities, for the Hudson’s

Bay Company offered employment to the aboriginal residents. Later in the century, a village set

up at Alert Bay brought together other survivors of groups who formerly had spent time

together in only certain seasons (Dawson 1888:72). Both Fort Rupert and Alert Bay, as well as

neighbouring towns, soon became the population centres for groups who continued returning

periodically to their traditional territories for resource-harvesting, but whose many aboriginal

villages lay abandoned. 
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     76 "Numaym" is an anglicization of the Kwakwala term nemím* a which means 'one kind' (Boas
1966:38-41; Levine 1986:pers. comm.).

3.2 The Structure of Aboriginal Kwákwekew*akw Society

The numaym (nemím* a),76 or descent group, who traced descent from an original

ancestor and place of origin, was the basic social group in traditional Kwákwekew*akw society.

As Boas (1935:41; 1966:42) noted, the ancestor (generally in the form of an animal) of a

numaym — and sometimes of a tribe — appeared at a specific locality by coming down from

the sky, out of the sea, or from underground, taking off his mask, and becoming  a person.

Examples of such ancestors have been mentioned in the present report, in association with

specific areas. James Wallas’ narrative, for instance, provided an account of how the first of

the ancestors of the Tlatlasikwala lived at "gé7ya," Bull Harbour on Hope Island. And the story

of the southward kwágu7lh migration described how “k"!Çdagala” and his family searched for a

village site, at a time when “the myth people were scattered,” and eventually arrived at

kálugwis ("Karlukwees") on Turnour Island where they built their homes. Such stories

associate specific groups of people with specific locations.

Geographical proximity tended to strengthen ties between numayms who shared a winter

village and used resources in adjacent areas; it was these ties that led to collections of groups

being recognized as “tribes.” Boas (1966:38-41) recorded a total of twenty Kwakwala-speaking

tribes, comprised of almost one hundred numayms, in his most most recent description of

"Kwakiutl" social organization. Other anthropologists have preferred to use the term “local

group” for this collection of people sharing a winter village, thereby emphasizing the localized

nature of the group (Donald and Mitchell 1975). 

The numaym system acted as a set of ranked positions, each associated with a name and

certain privileges. These were positions in a literal sense in the ranked seating arrangements at

ceremonial events (Suttles 1991:86; Boas 1966:50-51). The numaym is sometimes described as

a kind of "house" in the medieval European sense, such as the  “House of Windsor” (Lévi-

Strauss 1982:174,180,183-187). 
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While Drucker and Heizer (1967:12, 40) opined that no effective political or economic

ties bound the constituent numaym together, they did find that through potlatching,

intermarriage and the use of adjacent harvesting areas, political and economic alliances formed

de facto. The highest-ranking chief of the leading numaym in a village exerted some power and

influence, even though there was no institutionalized position of “village chief.” The ranking of

the numaym within the village was flexible and took into consideration such factors as: which

group had initially inhabited the village, the group’s accumulated wealth, as well as the group’s

size. Within the numaym, relative age determined order, with the eldest son being heir to a

particular title, and his younger brothers being his potential successors. Donald and Mitchell

(1975) found a correlation between local group size and rank and the richness of salmon

resources.

Each numaym or descent group contained both titleholders and commoners, with the

latter required to go through their higher-ranked kin for access to some important resources that

were owned by the numaym. The kinship principle organizing the numaym was bilateral, “with

a slight patrilateral bias,” and an individual could belong to several numaym, providing her or

she could trace a relationship through either parent (Drucker and Heizer 1967; Duff [1967]).

Individuals activated membership in a numaym through the bestowal of an ancestral name

belonging to the group. 

In addition to ceremonial prerogatives, each numaym owned its houses in the winter

village, and its own seasonal camping spots, fishing places, and hunting and gathering areas,

although the tribe as a whole owned territory communally. Those people having no kinship

affiliation were regarded as interlopers and expelled with force. Fights between numaym

hunters and fishermen often stemmed from the unauthorized use of owned resource areas (Boas

1966:35). Some resource-specific rights, nevertheless, such as eulachon fishing sites were held

by several tribes in common (Duff [1965]), with the rights to land and resources vested in the

contributing numaym chiefs. 

From early spring to late fall, each numaym made a circuit of its owned berry patches,

root gardens and fishing grounds to harvest and process the available resources. The chief, as
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the leading representative of his numaym, accepted part of the harvest from hunters and

fishermen, not as a tax but as a voluntary contribution to the chief, who then had the

responsibility of hosting a feast. This practice is clearly set out in a passage sent by George

Hunt to Boas in which he describes how the chief shared in the hunter’s proceeds:

Mountain goat hunters, when they get ten goats by hunting, give five goats to the
chief of the numaym, and the goat hunter keeps the other five goats and dries the
meat. Sometimes the chief cuts up the goat meat for his numaym, when he
wishes to do so. If he wishes to dry it, he does [it] that way. When the chief is a
good man, he does not take the goat away from the hunter by force, and the
good chief never thinks that this one-half given to him by the hunter is not
enough. If a chief is bad, he wishes more than one-half to be given to him by the
goat hunter, and if the goat hunter does not wish to give away more than one-
half of the goats, then the bad chief will take them away by force. Then the bad
chief may kill the goat hunter, but generally the goat hunter kills the bad chief, if
he overdoes what he says to the hunter (Boas and Hunt 1921:1334).

An individual family kept some of its own resources, but the communal needs of a

household required the cooperation of the group and the management of the chief. 

The history of the aboriginal peoples of northern Vancouver Island tells of the extinction

of entire numaym and the conquering, through warfare, of others. Anthropological research

conducted in 1950 by Edward Malin (1961) addressed the issue of how rights to real property

continued in such circumstances. With respect to the lands and resources formerly held by the

Hoyalas, vanquished from their territory by the Koskimo, Malin (1961:112) found in that area

that “the families who came into this territory staked out rights to certain parts of the Inlet,

claiming sole possession to such streams and river systems they found economically valuable.”

Ownership of these streams subsequently passed from father to son. Some families claimed

fishing banks, and particular rocks for harvesting intertidal life, as well as specific  root-

digging grounds. Concepts of resource ownership had undergone considerable alteration by the

time Malin worked among the Koskimo. Rights of access to fisheries, in the 1950s, rested with

a particular family, but the use of streams and rivers frequently extended to affines (those

related by marriage) as well as to all numaym members. Malin (1961:114) reported that
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according to his Koskimo consultants, streams and rivers belonging to a chief would be shared

with all members of a numaym.

The few extant examples in the available ethnographic literature of specific lands being

associated with specific numaym do not include the areas proposed to be developed by Sea

Breeze Energy’s wind farms. It is possible, however, that such information may be obtained

from the relevant First Nation(s). 

3.3 Seasonal Subsistence Strategies

The Kwákwekew*akw subsistence traditions included a fishing, hunting and gathering

complex which directed seasonal movements and group aggregation. No group traditionally

kept domesticated food animals, nor did they raise agricultural crops. Many resources a family

might require could be obtained nearby, but exchange, group movement and kin ties permitted

people to expand the resource base beyond their immediate village, and sometimes beyond the

parameters of the tribal territory. During some seasons, changes in settlement size and

composition occasionally brought together people speaking different dialects and identifying

with distinct tribes. 

The northern end of Vancouver Island is characterized by a variety of natural resources,

local diversity, seasonal variation, and year to year fluctuation in the abundance of resources.

These factors significantly impacted exploitation strategies employed by the aboriginal

Kwákwekew*akw, who obtained through intergroup exchange those resources not locally

obtainable. The following section describes briefly the types of resources available to these

people. 

While the Kwákwekew*akw diet was varied, by far its single most important element —

shared by other Northwest Coast groups — was the five species of anadromous Pacific salmon,

fished mostly in rivers and streams using harpoons and spears, along with weirs and traps, but

also trolled, where possible, in open waters. Each species of salmon differed in desirability and

availability. Kwákwekew*akw fishermen honoured with a special ritual the first coho salmon of

the run caught annually. George Hunt described this "first-salmon" ceremony and noted that it
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occurred after a man had caught the first four coho salmon. These he gave to his wife, who

prayed to the fish and then butchered them for roasting. A feast was then held was all members

of his numaym. The eyes of the salmon received special care. These, the woman could not

keep overnight in the house, for to do so would cause the salmon run to disappear (cited in,

U’mista Cultural Society 1998:57).

Spring salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawhycha), sockeye (O. nerka) chum, or dog salmon

(O. keta), which is well suited to smoke-drying and storage because of its low fat content, and

pink salmon (O. gorbuscha) were all harvested in large quantities from streams owned by

individual numayms. Salmon fishing occurred from April through November, when the last of

the harvest was taken down from the smoke-house and stored away for winter. Then came the

sacred period extending from around the end of November through to mid-March. Some food

gathering did take place, such as ice fishing for trout in lakes, and shooting or netting the

waterfowl that wintered in the area, especially around the interior lakes and inlets. Trolling for

spring salmon could also take place if the weather permitted. Low winter tides made clam and

cockle harvesting especially productive, an activity that stopped with the onset of the bivalves’

spring spawn.

Around the beginning of March, families with harvesting rights at eulachon harvesting

grounds, such as Knight and Kingcome Inlets, travelled to these places and set up camp to catch

and process these oily fish. The eulachon runs were so important that their arrival time was

reckoned by a Kwákwekew*akw calendrical system that divided the year into lunar units, each

identified by observable changes in the natural world. Other families, without access to these

fish, started their year by collecting herring spawn deposited on kelp and on young trees placed

in the water, or by travelling to the offshore halibut banks. Some on the outer coast left their

villages in late spring and went to outlying coastal places to hunt seal, sea lion and sea otter.

The Kwákwekew*akw people’s diet also consisted of steelhead, cutthroat, rainbow trout, and

Dolly Varden char, found in lakes and streams throughout the area, as well as kelp greenling,

rockfish, and lingcod and flounder, fished in the salt water. Some Kwákwekew*akw groups,
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including the Quatsino, hunted humpback and minke whales (Whitaker and Wallas 1981:138-

150; U’mista Cultural Society 1998:85-86) for food.

The diet also included 58 seasonal plant foods, although they were relatively less

important when compared with fish and animals. The following list of culturally-significant

plants, compiled from Turner and Bell (1973), sets out only some of the species harvested by

the Kwákwekew*akw during the source of a year. 

Shoots and stalks of young plants such as thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus) and cow

parsnip (Heracleum lanatum) were available in the spring, as were the bulbs of dog-toothed

violet (Erythronium revolutum). The roots of the clover (Trifolium wormskjoldii) were an

important vegetable for the Kwákwekew*akw who dug them each spring from individually-

owned plots situated along river banks. Along with the clover could be found the roots of

cinquefoil (Potentilla pacifica). Eelgrass stems formed the basis of an important feast for the

Kwákwekew*akw, as they regarded this grass to be the food of the First peoples of their tribes.

The rhizomes of bracken fern (Pteridium aquilinum) were dug in late fall or winter. Large

quantities of red laver seaweed (Porphyra spp.) were gathered from rocks at low tide and dried

in the sun for storage. Another important food was the cambium scraped from bark-stripped

Western hemlock (Tsuga heteropylla) trees and eaten. 

In the fall of the year, Kwákwekew*akw people gathered large quantities of fruit,

especially red elderberries (Sambucus racemosa), high-bush cranberries (Viburnum edule),

soapberries (Shepherdia canadensis), salal berries (Gaultheria shallon), Alaska blueberries

(Vaccinium Alaskaense), and red huckleberries (Vaccinium parvifolium). 

Certain Kwákwekew*akw cultural practises might be regarded as incipient forms of

agriculture where families or numayms invested in the continuing productivity of the resource.

For example, Kwákwekew*akw people periodically burned the forests to promote berries and

animal forage (Turner 1999:198; Johnson 1999:250), while they improved particular beds of

wild plant species, such as cinquefoil and wild clover, by such methods as weeding, digging

and replanting small plants, and transplanting (Turner and Bell 1973). As Turner (1999:198,
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216) has pointed out, Boas (1930:203) reported that some Kwákwekew*akw recited a special

prayer before burning berry grounds. 

Throughout the summer, the numaym groups dispersed to owned sites for harvesting

specific resources, particularly to the salmon streams where they held ancient rights and, with

the help of slaves, smoke-dried their winter stock of salmon. Kwákwekew*akw hunters also

killed black-tailed deer, elk, mountain goat and bear, in addition to smaller land mammals such

as rabbit, but again availability was governed by the habits of the individual species, resulting

in ungulates not being hunted during the fall rut. 
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4.0 SPECIFIC ABORIGINAL LAND USE IN THE VICINITY OF 

SEA BREEZE ENERGY’S PROPOSED WIND FARMS 

Previous sections of the present study have examined the identity of aboriginal groups

claiming an interest in lands required by Sea Breeze Energy for its proposed wind farm

developments, and have summarized the general patterns of land use practised by these

indigenous peoples. 

The following section reviews the few extant data specific to the Sea Breeze Energy

project areas and draws inferences, based on the nature of land use in surrounding areas,

regarding the types of aboriginal practises that may have occurred here. Two important sources

of information are drawn upon: oral tradition, as recorded by previous generations of

anthropologists and reported by government officials; and place names.

Aboriginal people speak of villages, resources sites and prominent landscape features,

distinguished by the application of indigenous place names, while the naming systems de-

emphasize undifferentiated landforms and remote forest land. Names set apart meaning-laden

spaces from the landscape overall, as cultural principles embedded in names illustrate a

people’s cognitive relationship with their surrounding. Place names, therefore, are a good

indicator of locations possessing cultural significance (Kennedy 2002:17). Clearly Tilley

(1994:18) notes this when he writes, “without a name culturally-significant sites would not

exist, but only as a raw void, a natural environment.”

Boas’s recognition that a people’s cognitive categories could be pursued through a study

of their geographical nomenclature led to his 1934 monograph on Kwakiutl place names. His

essay in that monograph concerning word morphology (Boas 1934:9-37) provides not only one

of the first examinations of how environmental phenomena are organized and understood by

Northwest Coast First Nations, but also a comprehensive record of the locations of named sites

on northern Vancouver Island, including the general area of the proposed Sea Breeze Energy

wind farms.
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Following is a review of reported place names and land use in the specific Sea Breeze

Energy project areas. This brief discussion has not had the benefit of including information that

may have been obtained previously by the three interested First Nations.

4.1 Knob Hill

Knob Hill consists of an elevated blanket bog plateau lying mid-way between Cape Sutil

on Vancouver Island’s north coast, and the community of Holberg in Holberg Inlet to the

south. In the available literature reviewed, no Kwakwala name has been reported for this area,

nor has any specific aboriginal use of the hill been located. However, the project area is

drained by several stream systems including the Nahwitti River which is a major Pacific salmon

fishery for the Kwákwekew*akw people and, according to Boas (1934:52; Bouchard and

Kennedy 2002: 406 fn.132), is known to them by the name “MalÇ!pa.” A site upstream from

the mouth of the Nahwitti River is known as “wßd’estaád‘), meaning ‘having cold water’ (Boas

1934: map 3: 89).

The Stranby River, formerly known as “Cache Creek,” also drains from the project

area. At the mouth of the Stranby River emptying into Shuttleworth Bight was the village of

gwúsi7, the place where the Koskimo tribe originated, and from which they took their tribal

name, gwúsgimukw, before they moved to the Quatsino Sound region (Whitaker and Wallas

1981). Chief Kaleet in 1914 described the site as a fishing station, and an 1893 surveyor

described it as a halibut station (Galois 1994:287).  

The Stranby and Nahwitti rivers provided relatively easy access into the interior hills

where deer and elk were likely hunted by Kwákwekew*akw people living on Vancouver Island’s

north coast, particularly the ancestors of the Quatsino and Tlatlasikwala. While no specific

locations of resource camps or hunting/gathering grounds in the project area have been

recorded in the available literature, it is possible that studies undertaken by the First Nations

have recorded such data. Moreover, the area should be checked for cultural features.
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4.2 Shushartie Mountain Block 1

Shushartie Mountain, situated south of Shushartie River, takes its English name from

the kwakwala term dzúdzadi ‘having cockles’ that is applied to a bay on the north end of

Vancouver Island, across from Hope Island (Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:400 fn.100; Wilson

1981:4). “Shushartie” is an anglicization of this kwakwala place name. 

According to Galois (1994:297-198), there is some dispute in the literature about the

presence of a Tlatlasikwala (Nahwetti) village in this bay. While one American fur trader

reported in 1916 (cited in Galois 1994:297) that the aboriginal people “had no permanent

residence here, but made it merely a place of resort for traffic on the arrival of ships,” other

sources, including the testimony of Chief Kaleet before the Royal Commission on Indian

Affairs in 1914, indicate that it was an ancient village site, fishery and significant clam beach.

The presence of a village here is mentioned in the story of “K"oaqíla,” recorded by Boas during

his brief stay on Hope island in October 1886.  In that story, a chief moved from a village at

the south end of Hope Island to Shushartie Bay “where he built a big house and lived in it with

two of his slaves”  (Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:400). A fort site is indicated on the west side

of Shushartie Bay, according to Boas (1934:map 3:84), and remains of either a fishing camp or

village in this bay have been reported by others as well (Galois 1994:297-298). Moreover,

when Mungo Martin was interviewed by anthropologist Herb Taylor in 1954, he identified

“zu!za"di” (i.e, dzúdzadi, “Shushartie”) as a Tlatlasikwala “permanent village” on Shushartie

Bay. As Galois (1994:297) points out, Mungo Martin referred to the fall fishery on the

Shushartie River as “an important one,” when describing the area to Wilson Duff.

A second name is applied to what is known as the Shushartie Saddle, the area situated

between the Nahwitti and Shushartie rivers where Sea Breeze Energy has proposed a wind farm

development. The kwakwala name xweselá, applied to any fortified site, is used to refer to the

Shushartie Saddle located here (Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:422 fn.29). However, Boas

(1934:23) provided the transcription “qE!xEx"l~” said to mean ‘forked top,’ and applied it to

this same area. In a fragment of a story recorded by Boas, a monster known as “Ku‘!qagyila”

[i.e. kwíxagila ‘to strike someone with an instrument’ (Bouchard and Kennedy 2002:422)] lived
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on top of this mountain. Apart from this mythological reference that the area was “fortified” by

a murdering monster who lived there, there is no indication that aboriginal people used this

mountain as a retreat and the possibility remains that the earlier place name did refer to the

appearance of the mountain top.

To the northeast of the Shushartie River is the area identified as “God’s Pocket” on the

Sea Breeze Energy map showing the location of proposed wind farms. No kwakwala names

have been recorded for this area specifically. Nevertheless, the presence of several camps or

village sites in the general vicinity of Shushartie Bay, and the several known resource

harvesting sites in the general area — including the Shushartie River fishery— suggest that the

Tlatlasikwala and Kwakiutl Nations may be able to provide additional cultural information

relating to Sea Breeze Energy’s Shushartie project area. It is possible that the Shushartie Saddle

area was a hunting grounds for at least one of the numayms who comprised the ancestors of

these people, although no direct ethnographic evidence has been located in the available

literature consulted. Additionally, forest products such as planks, bark and cambium may have

been obtained in this area, as well as in the area of God’s Pocket, and potentially-impacted

forest areas should be checked for the presence of trails, campsites and culturally-modified

trees.
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5.0 CONCLUSION

Much of the First Nations history of Vancouver Island’s north coast has not been

recorded in the available ethnographic literature; this reflects a number of variables, including

the following: 

• changing settlement patterns that resulted in aboriginal people moving from this area

and returning only for periodic visits to harvest specific resources, leading to a loss of

land-based cultural knowledge; 

• a lack of ethnographic research focussing on land use; 

• and, importantly, an unavailability of information recorded by First Nations,

themselves. 

It is not possible, with the evidence presently available, to ascertain with certainty the

full aboriginal history of this area. The present report, however, has confirmed the direct

aboriginal interest of the Tlatlasikwala Nation and the Quatsino First Nation in Sea Breeze

Energy’s proposed project areas, as well as the interest of members of the Kwakiutl Nation

whose ancestors belonged to the amalgamated Tlatlasikwala, Nakomgilisala, and Yutlinuk who

resided, prior to the 1950s, on the north coast, before moving to Fort Rupert. 

Despite the paucity of ethnographic data relating specifically to the project areas,

broader studies of Kwákwekew*akw culture, along with historical accounts, allow a general

understanding of traditional land use on northern Vancouver Island to be constructed. It is clear

that a process of population displacement began in the late 1700s with intergroup hostility and

disease, resulting in the survivors amalgamating at only a handful of villages on the north coast.

This displacement proceeded through the next century, until about 1950, after which former

winter villages became occupied seasonally. Remnants of once-large numayms amalgamated in

central communities, such as Port Hardy and Alert Bay, or moved to urban centres such as

Victoria and Vancouver. Along with population displacement, some places associated formerly

with specific numayms subsequently became associated with individual families, or included

within the territorial claims of tribes and First Nations. No record of an association of a specific

numaym with the Sea Breeze Energy project areas has been located.
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While little ethnographic data relates specifically to Knob Hill and Shushartie Mountain

Block 1, the areas of Sea Breeze Energy’s proposed wind farm developments, an examination

of Kwákwekew*akw land use patterns suggests that intensive aboriginal activities occurred along

the north coast, north of the project areas, and in Holberg Inlet to the south. A few streams

draining from Knob Hill — particularly the Nahwitti and Stranby rivers — are recognized as

traditional fisheries. Moreover, these rivers and other streams draining from Knob Hill may

have provided access to interior hunting or gathering areas, although no specific data relating to

the presence of such activities in this area have been located.

The general area of the proposed Shushartie Mountain development, identified

aboriginally with a kwakwala name, is in an area likely used aboriginally for deer, bear and elk

hunting, although no specific reference to these activities has been found and this conclusion is

based solely on recognition of the types of Kwákwekew*akw activities that would plausibly occur

in such an environment. The area should be checked for archaeological features such as trails

and campsites, as well as culturally-modified trees. 

It is not known if there are any contemporary Kwákwekew*akw activities in either of

these project areas.
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